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Abstract

In this paper we introduce ArCOV19-Rumors,
an Arabic COVID-19 Twitter dataset for mis-
information detection composed of tweets con-
taining claims from 27th January till the end of
April 2020. We collected 138 verified claims,
mostly from popular fact-checking websites,
and identified 9.4K relevant tweets to those
claims. Tweets were manually-annotated by
veracity to support research on misinformation
detection, which is one of the major problems
faced during a pandemic. ArCOV19-Rumors
supports two levels of misinformation detec-
tion over Twitter: verifying free-text claims
(called claim-level verification) and verifying
claims expressed in tweets (called tweet-level
verification). Our dataset covers, in addition
to health, claims related to other topical cat-
egories that were influenced by COVID-19,
namely, social, politics, sports, entertainment,
and religious. Moreover, we present bench-
marking results for tweet-level verification on
the dataset. We experimented with SOTA mod-
els of versatile approaches that either exploit
content, user profiles features, temporal fea-
tures and propagation structure of the conver-
sational threads for tweet verification.

1 Introduction

In addition to being a medium for the spread and
consumption of news, Twitter has been shown to
capture the dynamics of real-world events includ-
ing the spread of diseases such as the seasonal
influenza (Kagashe et al., 2017) or more severe
epidemics like Ebola (Roy et al., 2020). Since
the first reported case of the Novel Coronavirus
(COVID-19) in China, in November 2019, the
COVID-19 topic has drawn the interest of many
Arab users over Twitter. Their interest, reflected
in the Arabic content on the platform, has reached
a peak after two months when the first case was
reported in the United Arab Emirates late in Jan-

uary 2020. This ongoing pandemic has, unsur-
prisingly, spiked discussions on Twitter covering a
wide range of topics such as general information
about the disease, preventive measures, procedures
and newly-enforced decisions by governments, up-
to-date statistics of the spread in the world, and
even the change in our daily habits and work styles.
With the great importance and spread of COVID-19
information, misinformation and fake news have in-
fected the Twitter stream. An early study quantify-
ing COVID-19 medical misinformation on Twitter
found that 25% of collected tweets contained mis-
information (Kouzy et al., 2020). During COVID-
19 pandemic, we observed that misinformation
stretched beyond spreading fake and potentially-
harmful medical information, to information that
can have adverse negative political effects (exam-
ple: “In light of the unresponsiveness of Yemeni
government to requests of evacuation from Yemeni
students in Wuhan, Sultan of Oman orders their
evacuation.”) and economical effects too (example:
“Kuwaitis boycott AlMarai Saudi dairy company
after reports on Coronavirus infected employees.”).
Combating the spread of such claims and verifying
them becomes essential during this sensitive time.

In this work, we aim to facilitate research on
misinformation detection on social media during
this complex and historical period of our time by
introducing a manually-annotated Arabic dataset,
ArCOV19-Rumors, that covers tweets spreading
COVID-19 related claims. To construct ArCOV19-
Rumors, we start from an existing COVID-19 Ara-
bic dataset (Haouari et al., 2021), ArCOV-19, that
is the first Arabic COVID-19 Twitter dataset with
propagation networks. Our proposed ArCOV19-
Rumors includes a set of 138 COVID-19 verified
claims and 9.4K corresponding relevant tweets that
were manually-annotated to support both claim-
level and tweet-level verification tasks. Claim-level
verification is defined as follows: given a short
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Dataset # Tweets # Annotated Labels Multi-task Conversations Manual Annot.

Elhadad et al. (2020a) 220K 220K misleading, real - - -
Alsudias and Rayson (2020) 1M 2K false, true, unrelated - -
Mubarak and Hassan (2020) 30M 8K rumor, info, advice, . . . - -
Alqurashi et al. (2021) 4.5M 8.8K misinformation, other - -
ArCOV19-Rumors 1M 9.4K false, true, other

Table 1: Comparison between ArCOV19-Rumors and existing Arabic COVID-19 datasets for verification over
tweets.

free-text claim (in 1 or 2 sentences) and its corre-
sponding relevant tweets, predict whether the claim
is true or false. Tweet-level verification is defined
as follows: given a tweet containing a claim, detect
whether it is true or false.

To our knowledge, ArCOV19-Rumors is the
only Arabic dataset made available to support
both claim-level and tweet-level verification tasks
in Twitter given the propagation networks of the
tweets in general and on COVID-19 in particu-
lar. Some related Twitter datasets were recently
released by Alqurashi et al. (2021), Mubarak and
Hassan (2020), Alsudias and Rayson (2020), and
Elhadad et al. (2020a). None of these datasets
has the propagation networks of the tweets, and
they either support the tweet verification task (El-
hadad et al., 2020a; Alsudias and Rayson, 2020),
misinformation detection (Alqurashi et al., 2021)
or multi-class categorization including rumors as
one category (Mubarak and Hassan, 2020). Dif-
ferently from ArCOV19-Rumors, Elhadad et al.
(2020a) used an automatic approach to annotate
tweets, while Alsudias and Rayson (2020) only
cover COVID-19 health-oriented claims. Start-
ing from some health misinformation reported by
the Ministry of Health in Saudi Arabia and the
World Health Organization (WHO), Alqurashi
et al. (2021) annotated COVID-19 tweets as mis-
information or not. Differently, our dataset covers
in addition to health, other types of claims that
were influenced by COVID-19, namely, social, pol-
itics, sports, entertainment, and religious. Table 1
demonstrates the differences between ArCOV19-
Rumors and the aforementioned datasets.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold:

• We construct and release1 the first Arabic
dataset for misinformation detection over
Twitter, covering both claim and tweet ver-
ification tasks. It contains 138 COVID-19 ver-
ified claims that scale to 9.4K labeled relevant

1https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/
-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors

tweets along with their propagation networks.

• We suggest and motivate several research
tasks that can be addressed using our labeled
dataset for misinformation detection.

• We present benchmark results on tweet-level
verification using SOTA models that either
exploit content, user profiles, or the temporal
features and the propagation structure of the
conversational threads. Results offer baselines
for future research on the problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. We present studies related to COVID-19
misinformation analysis and datasets in Section 2.
The construction of ArCOV19-Rumors is presented
in Section 3. Several use cases supported by our
dataset are discussed in Section 4. Our benchmarks
and their performances are presented in Section 5.
We detail the released components of the dataset in
Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The negative effects and spread of misinformation
about COVID-19, triggered efforts to understand
this phenomenon. Many studies analyzed misin-
formation spreading on Twitter related to COVID-
19 (Shahi et al., 2020; Cinelli et al., 2020; Gal-
lotti et al., 2020; Kouzy et al., 2020; Singh et al.,
2020). Singh et al. (2020) analyzed the spread of
five health misinformation over time. Shahi et al.
(2020) analyzed false and partially false tweets
that have been previously fact-checked by a fact-
checking platform. Kouzy et al. (2020) focused
only on health misinformation and analyzed tweets
negating health information by trusted sources (e.g.,
WHO). Cui and Lee (2020) and Hossain et al.
(2020) published an English dataset for claim veri-
fication, and tweet verification respectively, while
Dharawat et al. (2020) released a Twitter dataset
for health risk assessment of COVID-19-related
English tweets.

https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors
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In this work, we extend an existing raw Arabic
COVID-19 Twitter dataset, ArCOV-19 (Haouari
et al., 2021), to include manually-annotated tweets
to support both claim and tweet verification. To our
knowledge, there is no work that released a large
manually-annotated Arabic dataset for misinfor-
mation detection on COVID-19 at both claim and
tweet levels. The closest work to ours is that done
by Elhadad et al. (2020a) and Alsudias and Rayson
(2020). However, neither have the propagation
networks of the annotated tweets, and they both
solely support the tweet verification task. More-
over, ArCOV19-Rumors has the largest number of
manually annotated tweets.

Claim verification is a widely studied problem in
general. Several non-COVID-19 datasets exist for
claim verification (e.g., (Gorrell et al., 2019)), how-
ever, they either support English language (Zubiaga
et al., 2016; Derczynski et al., 2017; Gorrell et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2017) or Chinese language (Ma
et al., 2017). Among these studies, some only fo-
cused on tweet-level verification (Ma et al., 2017;
Liu and Wu, 2018; Bian et al., 2020; Khoo et al.,
2020) while others addressed claim-level verifica-
tion (Vosoughi et al., 2017; Dang et al., 2019).

There are few initiatives targeting Arabic online
content, but they support rumors detection (i.e.,
rumor or non-rumor) (Alzanin and Azmi, 2019;
Alkhair et al., 2019), tweet verification without
propagation networks (Elhadad et al., 2020a; Al-
sudias and Rayson, 2020), misinformation detec-
tion (Alqurashi et al., 2021), or tweet credibility
(El Ballouli et al., 2017). Another notable work is a
shared task by CLEF CheckThat! Lab for claim ver-
ification (Elsayed et al., 2019; Barrón-Cedeño et al.,
2020; Barrón-Cedeno et al., 2020). To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first Arabic dataset that
supports both claim and tweet verification on social
media using the propagation networks.

3 Methodology

We extended ArCOV-19, an Arabic Twitter dataset
about COVID-19 (Haouari et al., 2021), by anno-
tating a subset of the tweets to support research
on misinformation detection, which is one of the
major problems faced during a pandemic. We aim
to support two classes of the misinformation de-
tection problem (with variants) over Twitter: ver-
ifying free-text claims (called claim-level verifi-
cation) and verifying claims expressed in tweets
(called tweet-level verification), covering two com-

mon use cases. To that end, we need to collect
COVID-19 verified claims, then, for each claim,
we need to find, in ArCOV-19, corresponding rele-
vant tweets, and finally, among the relevant tweets,
identify those that are either expressing the claim
or negating it (to easily propagate the veracity of
the claims to the tweets). This section details how
that pipeline was implemented (Sections 3.1-3.6).

3.1 Collecting COVID-19 Verified Claims
We manually collected a set of verified COVID-
related claims from two popular Arabic fact-
checking platforms: Fatabyyano2 and Misbar.3 We
identified 113 false claims and 18 true claims dur-
ing the period of ArCOV19-Rumors. To improve
balance between false and true claims, we collect
an additional 31 true claims from these sources:

1. Authoritative Health Organizations: We re-
trieved, from ArCOV-19, all tweets from Twit-
ter accounts of the World Health Organization
(WHO), ministries of public health in Arab
countries, UNESCO, and UNICEF. Then, we
manually extracted a set of true claims from
the retrieved tweets.

2. English Fact-checking Platforms: We col-
lected (and translated to Arabic) a few true
claims from English Fact-checking platforms:
PolitiFact,4 Snopes,5 and FullFact.6

That yielded a total of 162 claims, 113 false and 49
true, that are potentially suitable for our purpose.

3.2 Finding Relevant Tweets
For each claim, we manually constructed and re-
fined a set of search queries in order to retrieve
potentially-relevant tweets from ArCOV-19 us-
ing Boolean search. To help identify the queries
and maximize our coverage, we considered key-
words that appeared in the social media posts, ex-
pressing the claim, provided as examples by the
fact-checking platforms, and we also interactively
search in Twitter to find the best possible keywords
that can retrieve relevant tweets to the claim. We
then used the queries to search ArCOV-19. An
example is the true claim “Trump suggests inject-
ing disinfectants as a treatment for COVID-19”.7

2https://fatabyyano.net
3https://misbar.com/
4https://www.politifact.com/
5https://www.snopes.com/
6https://fullfact.org/
7https://tinyurl.com/y4btakuw

https://fatabyyano.net
https://misbar.com/
https://www.politifact.com/
https://www.snopes.com/
https://fullfact.org/
https://tinyurl.com/y4btakuw
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We noticed that the claim and also the tweet given
as an example by Misbar fact-checking platform
are using two different Arabic words that reflect
“disinfectants”, namely mutaharat (disinfectants in
English) and mueaqamat (sterilizers in English),
so we used both in combination with either Trump
or US president as search queries.

For each claim, we manually filtered the re-
trieved tweets to discard the non-relevant ones.
This is conducted by one author of this paper. Ex-
amples of tweets that were considered relevant are
tweets expressing or negating the claim, tweets
having multiple claims including the target claim,
tweets expressing advice, questions, or personal
opinions about the claim, or even sarcastic tweets
about it. Overall, more than half of the retrieved
tweets were non-relevant, yielding 14,472 tweets
relevant to the collected claims.

3.3 Filtering Claims

After identifying the relevant tweets, we excluded
some claims for different reasons. We excluded
claims with less than two relevant tweets due
to extremely-insufficient content. We also ex-
cluded the ones (especially health-related claims)
for which the veracity changed within the period
of the dataset (e.g., “Pets do not catch COVID-
19”), or those for which there are still no clear evi-
dence with or against the claim (e.g., “Bats are the
source of COVID-19”). Moreover, we discarded
the claims that are not very specific, i.e., too gen-
eral (e.g., “Many Arab countries took security mea-
sures against those who refuse to quarantine”). We
eventually kept 95 false and 43 true claims, a to-
tal of 138 claims. Those claims have a total of
9,414 relevant tweets. The final set of claims is di-
verse and claims fall under different categories, as
the misinformation propagating in Twitter during
COVID-19 pandemic was not restricted to health.
In fact, only 45 of them were health-related. The
rest are distributed over social (38), political (22),
religious (18), entertainment (9), and sports (6) top-
ical categories.

3.4 Annotating Relevant Tweets

After collecting relevant tweets for each claim, it
was time to identify tweets expressing or negating
the claim, so that we can propagate the label of the
claim to them. For each claim, one of the authors
of this paper labelled all of its relevant tweets by

stance using the following three categories:8

• “Expressing same claim” if the main (focused)
claim in the tweet is restating, expressing, or
rephrasing the target claim. This tweet then
receives the same veracity of the target claim;
thus inheriting its label (whether true or false).

• “Negating the claim” if the main (focused)
claim in the tweet is negating or denying the
target claim. The veracity of this tweet is then
the opposite of the veracity of the target claim,
i.e., it is labeled as true if the target claim is
false, and vice-versa.

• “Other” if the tweet cannot be labelled as one
of the two earlier cases, e.g., expressing opin-
ion or giving advice regarding the claim.

(a) False tweet

(b) Other tweet (c) True tweet

Figure 1: Example relevant tweets to a false claim:
“The Chinese President visits one of the mosques in
China and asks Muslims to pray to God to alleviate the
pandemic.”

Figure 1 illustrates three example relevant tweets
of a false claim translated as “The Chinese Presi-
dent visits one of the mosques in China and asks
Muslims to pray to God to alleviate the pandemic”,
which is literally stated in the tweet shown in Fig-
ure 1(a), thus it is false. On the contrary, the tweet
illustrated in Figure 1(c) is denying the claim, and
thus is true. It is translated as “What is being circu-
lated about the Chinese President, apologizing to

8Full annotation guidelines: https://gitlab.
com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/blob/master/
ArCOV19-Rumors/annotations_guidelines.md

https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/blob/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/annotations_guidelines.md
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/blob/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/annotations_guidelines.md
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/blob/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/annotations_guidelines.md
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Muslims and visits the mosques and asking them to
pray because of the spread of the #Corona virus, is
totally incorrect. The video is old and dated back to
2016. Source: the Chinese news agency CCTV”. Fi-
nally, the tweet illustrated in Figure 1(b) is labelled
as “other” due to expressing multiple claims. It is
translated as “China bans eating all wild animals
and their trade due to Corona Virus. The Chinese
President visits a mosque in China and asks the
scholars to pray to alleviate the pandemic”.

It is worth mentioning that expressing or negat-
ing the claim can be over an external link in the
tweet, stated in an image, or said in a video, rather
than in the text of the tweet. This was considered
while annotating tweets. Providing such tweets
in ArCOV19-Rumors allows the development of
multi-modal systems, that can use signals in text,
images, or videos, to make verification decisions.

3.5 Data Quality

As mentioned earlier, our dataset was annotated by
a single annotator to reduce annotation time and be-
cause the annotator was well-experienced with the
task. To measure annotation quality, we randomly
selected 10% of the relevant tweets, and asked a
second annotator to label them. We found that
the agreement ratio between annotators is 0.87 and
0.80 for relevance and stance respectively. Due to
subjectivity of the stance labelling task specifically
(and since the annotator was also asked to consider
images, videos, links, etc. in annotation which
might lead to further subjectivity), we believe the
agreement level is acceptable.

3.6 Collecting Propagation Networks

We also collected the propagation networks (i.e.,
retweets and conversational threads) for each rel-
evant tweet. The propagation networks for tweets
that contain misinformation are essential to study
its spreading behaviour and can constitute eviden-
tial signals for verification. Figure 2 shows some
replies to the false tweet presented in Figure 1(a).
We notice that some replies have a clear stance
against the claim. Moreover, one reply presents
evidence that the claim in the original tweet is false.
In addition to the replies, exploiting profiles of
propagators can play a significant role in verifying
the tweet (Liu and Wu, 2018).

This video dates back to 2016

This video is old, approximately 3 years ago

A rumor

Old news, please double check before spreading

There is no truth to the news entitled “The
Chinese President visits the mosques and
asks Muslims to pray to God to alleviate
the Corona pandemic”. And the real video
of the Chinese President’s visit to the
Chencheng Mosque in Yinchuan is 4 years
ago, specifically in 2016 .

Figure 2: Evidence from replies (with translation)
against the false tweet in Fig. 1(a).

Table 2: Statistics of Claims in ArCOV19-Rumors
(RPs=Replies, RTs=Retweets).

Claims Subset Tweet Vf. Subset

Total tweets 9,414 3,584
False Tweets 1,753 (18.6%) 1,753 (48.9%)
True Tweets 1,831 (19.4%) 1,831 (51.1%)
Other Tweets 5,830 (61.9%) 0

Average tweets / claim 68 26
Tweets with RPs 3,161 (33.6%) 1,222 (34.1%)
Tweets with RTs 3,810 (40.5%) 1,629 (45.5%)
Tweets with RPs & RTs 2,006 (21.3%) 772 (21.5%)
Average RPs / tweet 33 31
Average RTs per / tweet 16 19

4 Immediate Use Cases

Table 2 presents a statistical summary of the la-
beled tweets in ArCOV19-Rumors. We define two
subsets of tweets. The first is denoted as Claims
Subset, which includes all relevant tweets of the
claims (labeled as true, false, or other). This is of
high interest since all tweets relevant to a specific
claim can be used in verifying it. The other is de-
noted as Tweet Verification Subset, which only
includes the relevant tweets that are either express-
ing or denying the original claims, excluding the
ones labeled as other. This is also of high interest
since each of those tweets is subject to verification.

The table indicates that, out of 9.4k labelled rel-
evant tweets, about 3.6k of them are either true or
false (constituting the tweet verification subset);
each is considered a separate tweet-level verifica-
tion query. We notice that the distribution of true vs.
false tweets is balanced, making it a good resource
for training verification systems. We also notice
that a good portion of both subsets have retweets
and replies, indicating potentially-useful propaga-
tion networks. Accordingly and based on the two
subsets, our labeled data can support three different
misinformation detection tasks.
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4.1 Claim-level Verification

This task is defined as follows: given a claim and
all corresponding relevant tweets (with their prop-
agation networks), detect the veracity of the claim,
i.e., whether the claim is true or false. There are
some initiatives to support Arabic claim verifica-
tion. However, in one of the most prominent ones
(CheckThat! lab at CLEF-2019), a pre-defined
set of Web page was used in verification (Elsayed
et al., 2019) while in ArCOV19-Rumors we focus
on Twitter.

4.2 Tweet-level Verification

This task is defined as follows: given a tweet (with
its propagation networks), detect its veracity, i.e.,
whether the tweet is true or false. Addressing this
task in Arabic has never been studied. Existing
studies for Arabic tweet verification mainly rely
on the source tweet content only (Elhadad et al.,
2020b; Alsudias and Rayson, 2020), or, addition-
ally, the potentially-relevant Web pages (Barrón-
Cedeño et al., 2020; Barrón-Cedeno et al., 2020).

ArCOV19-Rumors supports another variant of
this task. This variant makes also available (to the
verification system) the tweets that are relevant to
its target claim but were posted earlier (with their
propagation networks) allowing for early claim ver-
ification. To our knowledge, there is no study that
addressed this problem. This is an interesting prob-
lem for several reasons. First, with the lack of any
propagation networks for a target tweet, a verifi-
cation system can still exploit networks of earlier
relevant tweets to verify the tweet. Second, as time
is critical to debunk fake claims, exploiting relevant
tweets posted earlier allows verifying the tweet as
soon as it is posted, without waiting for its propa-
gation networks. Third, even if the target tweet has
propagation networks, relevant tweets might pro-
vide more evidence, hence improving verification
accuracy.

4.3 Claim Retrieval

This task is defined as follows: given a tweet that
expresses a claim (i.e., a tweet in the tweet verifi-
cation subset), find all tweets that are expressing
the same claim. To our knowledge, this task is
under-studied; an exception is the work done by
Shaar et al. (2020) and the task proposed by Barrón-
Cedeño et al. (2020) in CLEF CheckThat! 2020

lab; 9 however, they focus more on claims than
tweets and they release English-only datasets to
support this task. Solving this problem helps in
applications like finding previously-verified tweets,
or clustering tweets expressing the same claim, to
avoid re-verification.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we present benchmarking results
using SOTA models on the tweet-level verification
task to facilitate future research. We experimented
with variant models that either exploit content only,
user profile features, temporal features, or propa-
gation structure of the conversational threads for
tweet verification. We present our preprocessing
approach in Section 5.1, the SOTA models used for
benchmarking in Section 5.2, and finally a discus-
sion of the results in Section 5.3.

5.1 Preprocessing

In all experiments, we used our tweets with RPs
subset, since some of the SOTA methods we ex-
periment with depend on replies of tweets to be
verified (target tweets hereafter). In ArCOV19-
Rumors, some of the target tweets were replies to
previous tweets. In our experiments, we considered
the direct and indirect replies that were posted only
after the target tweet. We also eliminated target
tweets that have no textual replies, i.e., containing
only emojis, non Arabic content, images, or videos.
We ended up with 1,108 tweets, 597 True and 511
False, with 16 replies on average. We split our
data by target tweets over 5 folds, ensuring there is
no overlap of claims across folds (i.e., no overlap
between tweets of the same claim).10

We processed the tweets and the replies by re-
moving non-Arabic letters, URLs, handles, special
characters, and diacritics.

5.2 Verification Models

We experimented with two SOTA models that ex-
ploit the propagation networks for tweet verifica-
tion. Moreover, due to proven effectiveness of
BERT-based classifiers in versatile text classifica-
tion tasks, we elect to develop a simple and effec-
tive BERT-based classifier that we fine-tune for the

9https://sites.google.com/view/
clef2020-checkthat/

10Folds used in our experiments: https:
//gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/
master/ArCOV19-Rumors/baselines_folds

https://sites.google.com/view/clef2020-checkthat/
https://sites.google.com/view/clef2020-checkthat/
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/baselines_folds
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/baselines_folds
https://gitlab.com/bigirqu/ArCOV-19/-/tree/master/ArCOV19-Rumors/baselines_folds
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task. In this BERT-based classification architec-
ture, we experimented with two Arabic pre-trained
BERT models, namely, AraBERT and MARBERT.
Further details on the models are presented below.

1. Bi-GCN Bian et al. (2020): a bidirectional
Graph Convolutional Networks model that
leverages Graph Convolutional Networks to
verify tweets given the target tweet and replies
content, in addition to the replies tree struc-
ture. The model was called bidirectional for
its ability to capture the bottom-up and top-
down replies tree for each tweet. We used the
authors implementation and setup11 in our ex-
periments. Each tweet/reply was represented
using a vector of 5K content features, which
are the most frequent 5K words in the dataset
excluding stop words.

2. PPC-RNN+CNN Liu and Wu (2018): a mul-
tivariate time series model that exploits user
profiles to verify tweets. Each time step in-
volves a single user represented by a vector of
user features. A user can be the author of the
target tweet or a reply to it. The user vectors
were sorted by posting time starting from the
target tweet to capture the temporal features.
In the original paper, the model uses a fixed
number of time steps. In our experiments, we
find the average number of replies per target
tweet is 16, thus, we set the time steps to 17
taking into account the target tweet. We im-
plemented this model using Keras12 following
the same setup presented in the original paper.

3. AraBERT Baly et al. (2020): a pretrained
BERT model on a large-scale Arabic corpus
of news articles. We fine-tuned the model to
classify the tweets as True or False given the
target tweet content only. We used the fine-
tuning implementation with the same hyper-
parameters setup shared by the model devel-
opers,13 using AraBERTv1, which is based on
pre-segmentation using Farasa segmenter,14

and we set the max sequence length to 128.
The model was fine-tuned with a batch size of
16 for 8 epochs, with a learning rate of 10−5.

11https://github.com/TianBian95/BiGCN
12https://keras.io/
13https://colab.research.google.com/

drive/1P9iQHtUH5KUbTVtp8B4-AopZzEEPE0lw?
usp=sharing

14https://farasa.qcri.org/

Table 3: Tweet-level verification results.

Model Class Acc P R F1 macro-F1

Majority - 0.533 0.266 0.500 - 0.343

Bi-GCN
F

0.669
0.731 0.526 0.580

0.649
T 0.662 0.830 0.718

RNN+CNN
F

0.682
0.631 0.783 0.688

0.673
T 0.749 0.600 0.657

AraBERT
F

0.730
0.733 0.671 0.691

0.713
T 0.719 0.763 0.735

MARBERT
F

0.757
0.763 0.692 0.717

0.740
T 0.743 0.788 0.762

4. MARBERT Abdul-Mageed et al. (2020): a
pretrained BERT model on a large Twitter
dataset. We selected this model since in our
task, we are solely working with Twitter data
and thus, a pretrained model from the same
domain might be more suitable. We fine-tuned
the model for a classification task given the
same input as AraBERT. We used the authors’
code15 and setup to fine-tune the model. The
model was fine-tuned with a batch size of 32
for 5 epochs, with a learning rate of 2 ∗ 10−6.
Similar to AraBERT, the max sequence length
was set to 128.

5.3 Results and Discussion

Table 3 presents the performance of the four mod-
els, in addition to a simple majority baseline. For
each model, we report the overall accuracy, and
also F1, precision, and recall for each class. Start-
ing from the same set of 5 folds, we trained each
model 5 times, each with a random seed, and we
report the average over those runs then over folds.16

Results show that all models significantly out-
perform the majority baseline. Moreover, the pre-
trained BERT models are superior to the other mod-
els, despite the fact that they leverage the reply
tree in addition to the target tweet. More specifi-
cally, MARBERT exhibits better performance than
AraBERT, indicating the effectiveness of matching
the pre-training domain with the testing one, and
achieving 0.74 macro-averaged F1.

The results also demonstrate that the models are
better in detecting True claims than False claims,
with an exception of the PPC-RNN+CNN model.

15https://colab.research.google.com/
drive/1M0ls7EPUi1dwqIDh6HNfJ5y826XvcgGX?
usp=sharing

16It is worth noting that since we set the hyper-parameters
values as reported by original papers, better performance
might be achieved if hyper-parameters are tuned on our
dataset.

https://github.com/TianBian95/BiGCN
https://keras.io/
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1P9iQHtUH5KUbTVtp8B4-AopZzEEPE0lw?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1P9iQHtUH5KUbTVtp8B4-AopZzEEPE0lw?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1P9iQHtUH5KUbTVtp8B4-AopZzEEPE0lw?usp=sharing
https://farasa.qcri.org/
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1M0ls7EPUi1dwqIDh6HNfJ5y826XvcgGX?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1M0ls7EPUi1dwqIDh6HNfJ5y826XvcgGX?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1M0ls7EPUi1dwqIDh6HNfJ5y826XvcgGX?usp=sharing
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This can be attributed to the fact that the average
number of replies for False tweets is 12 vs. 19 for
True tweets. We note that, in case the time steps are
actually less than 17 (the average indicated earlier),
the model randomly fills the missing time steps
with user features from other repliers to the target
tweet. Such limitation in the model might lead
to added noise and thus a poor performance with
False tweets.

Moreover, the Bi-GCN model is language-
dependent, and since we are working with Arabic
data, we may need to test preprocessing the data
with different techniques, such as considering stem-
ming the content or replacing the top 5000 words
features with content embeddings instead.

6 Data Release

In summary, we release the following resources as
ArCOV19-Rumors dataset, taking into considera-
tion Twitter content redistribution policy:17

• Verified Claims: 138 verified claims, each
labeled as true or false.

• Claims Subset: IDs of the tweets relevant to
the verified claims, each labeled as true, false,
or other.

• Propagation Networks of the Claims Sub-
sets: which includes for each tweet in the
claim subset:

– Retweets: IDs of the full retweet set.
– Conversational Threads: tweet IDs of

the full reply thread (including direct and
indirect replies).

• Annotation guidelines: guidelines used to
annotate the relevant tweets.

• Baselines folds: tweet IDs for folds used to
train our baselines.

Along with the dataset, we plan to provide some
pointers to publicly-available crawlers that users
can easily use to crawl the tweets given their IDs.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented ArCOV19-Rumors,
which is an Arabic Twitter dataset that supports
both claim-level and tweet-level verification tasks
given the propagation networks. We released
138 verified claims associated with 9.4K relevant
tweets. Our dataset covers, in addition to health,
other types of claims that were influenced by

17https://developer.twitter.com/en/
developer-terms/agreement-and-policy

COVID-19, namely, social, politics, sports, en-
tertainment, and religious. To facilitate future re-
search, we presented benchmarking performance
results of some SOTA models on the tweet verifica-
tion task.
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